In-flight Entertainment

—Take off into a world of entertainment – we’ve rounded up today’s most talked-about movies and TV shows, plenty of kids’ favourites, plus hit music and podcasts to keep you occupied throughout your flight—

MORE THAN 60 MOVIES AND 500 TV EPISODES AVAILABLE

NEW RELEASE MOVIES.

The Peanut Butter Falcon
Comedy, Drama | M
A young man with Down syndrome runs away to follow his dream.

Blinded by the Light
Comedy, Drama | PG
In 1987, a teenager learns to live life through the music of Bruce Springsteen.

Jojo Rabbit
Comedy, Drama | M
Follows a lonely German boy whose world view is turned upside down.

Abominable
Animation | G
When Yi encounters a yeti on the roof of her apartment, she embarks on a quest.
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Joker
Crime | MA15+
Arthur Fleck begins a slow descent into madness as he transforms into Joker.

Terminator: Dark Fate
Action | MA15+
Dani is living in Mexico when a Rev-9 travels back through time to kill her.

Driven
Drama | MA15+
About the FBI sting operation to entrap maverick car designer John DeLorean.
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RATINGS
G General.
PG Parental guidance recommended.
M Recommended for mature audiences.
MA15+ Not suitable for people under 15. Under 15s must be accompanied by a parent or adult guardian.
FAMILY FLICKS.

Ferdinand
Animation | G
The tale of Ferdinand, a giant bull who prefers flowers to fighting.

Storks
Animation | PG
Storks deliver babies... or at least they used to. Now they deliver packages.

Space Jam
Animation | G
Michael Jordan teams up with Bugs Bunny – get ready for Space Jam!

The Ant Bully
Animation | G
Lucas takes out his frustration on an ant hill. The ants shrink Lucas.

WINNERS & NOMINEES.

A Star is Born (2018)
Romance | M
Musician Jackson Maine discovers – and falls in love with – struggling artist Ally.

Bohemian Rhapsody
Drama | M
A celebration of Queen, their music and their lead singer Freddie Mercury.

FAVOURITE MOVIES.

The King’s Letters
Drama
In the Joseon Dynasty, King Sejong’s goal is the invention of original letters.

The Bodyguard
Drama | M
When Rachel receives death threats, she hires Frank, the best bodyguard.

The Last Samurai
Action | MA15+
Nathan, hired by the Emperor of Japan, trains the country’s first army.

NEW RELEASE MOVIES.

A Shaun the Sheep Movie: Farmageddon
Animation | G
Shaun and the Flock are back in another epic and hilarious journey!

Lucy in the Sky
Sci-Fi
Lucy is a strong woman whose determination as an astronaut takes her to space.

Maleficent: Mistress of Evil
Fantasy | PG
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil is a sequel to the 2014 box office hit.

The Goldfinch
Drama | M
Theo was 13 when his mother was killed. The tragedy changes his life.

Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children
Fantasy | M
When Jake discovers clues to a mystery, he uncovers a secret refuge.

The Departed
Crime | MA15+
A hostility between the police and an Irish-American gang is primed to explode.

Argo
Thriller | M
Follows CIA operative Tony Mendez, who sets out to rescue American diplomats.
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Hamish & Andy’s “Perfect” Holiday
Comedy | PG
It’s been five years since Hamish and Andy finished travelling the world. And now they’re back on the road in North America, where they’ll meet unique, and just-plan-crazy Americans along the way.

Scooby-Doo! And Guess Who? (Season 1)
Kids | G
The Mystery Inc. gang face their toughest mysteries yet.

Kingdom of the White Wolf
Lifestyle | PG
Ronan Donovan travels to the High Arctic in pursuit of the legendary white wolf.

Detective Conan
Asian | M
Conan Edogawa has a disguise that proves invaluable in his detective work.

Legal V
Asian | M
Featuring a female ex-attorney, Shoka, whose license has been taken away.

Find Me a Beach House
Lifestyle | PG
Deborah Hutton is tasked with helping Australians find the perfect beach house.

Lost Cities with Albert Lin
Lifestyle
Combines archaeology, visuals and exploration to make discoveries.

The Hits
No Filter: Mia Freedman with Amy Sheppard
The Bump
Pure Gold
HIT Network:
Carrie & Tommy
Gold FM:
The Christian O’Connell Breakfast Show
Osher Gunsberg Podcast
The Hits

The Disruptive
Entrepreneur: Rob Moore
The Property Couch:
Bryce Holdaway and Ben Kingsley
HIT Network:
Fifi, Fev & Byron
Lady Startup:
Rachel Corbett with Abigail Forsyth
ChillZone

New Hits Various
The freshest new clips from today’s biggest artists featuring Regard, Halsey, Harry Styles, Camila Cabello, Tom Walker, 5SOS, Guy Sebastian, Billie Eilish & Shawn Mendes.

00s + 10s Various
Millennium hits for you to enjoy featuring Meghan Trainor, Justin Timberlake, George Ezra, Taylor Swift and more of your favourite noughties and tens music.

90s Various
Tina Arena, Lauryn Hill, Santana and Rob Thomas, Oomph!, Sophie B. Hawkins and You Am I are just some of the 90s music artists included in this Hit List.

80s Various
Featuring awesome ’80s clips from Billy Ocean, The Bangles, Rick Astley, John Farnham, Pointer Sisters, Billy Joel and Wham!
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